INTRODUCTION
The measurement of core-electron binding energies by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy can provide useful information about the bonding and charge distribution in molecules.
1 Although a wide variety of ..
compounds of the first and second-row elements have been studied, less attention has been focused on the heavier elements. Most of the previous XPS investigations of compounds of heavy elements have been carried out using solid samples. The difficulties encountered with solids -sample charging, proper referencing, surface impurities, and sample decomposition -complicate the interpretation of the data. In this work we have studied 15 tin compounds by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. Unlike previous XPS studies of tin ,_2-6 all the compounds were examined in the gas phase. We have attempted to investigate as wide a rangt of binding energy shifts as possible, because it has been suggested5 that for a heavy element such as tin, the core electrons may be-relatively insensitive to changes in chemical environment.
-4-EXPERIMENTAL Materials. Stannane was prepared by the reduction of SnC1 4 ;7 its purity was checked by a vapor pressure measurement at -83.6°. Table 1 were· purchased from Orion Chendcal Co. and were used without further purification.
X-Ray Photoelectron Spectra. The spectra were obtained with the Berkeley iron-free, double-focusing magnetic spectrometer. Magnesium K X-rays, with an energy of 1253.6 eV, were used as the photoionizing Cl. radiation. The sample pressure was maintained at 30-40 ~ during the experiments. Argon gas at a partial pressure of 20-30 ~ was simultaneously leaked into the sample chamber so that each spectrum could 
in which Q and V correspond to ground state molecules, can be modified by including a relaxation energy correction
This correction, when evaluated by the "transition state" method of estimating relaxation energies, leads to significantly improved car- 
